
A SEGMENTATION PYRAMID FOR THE INTERACTIVESEGMENTATION OF 3-D IMAGES AND VIDEO SEQUENCESF. ZANOGUERA, B. MARCOTEGUI and F. MEYERCentre de Morphologie Math�ematique - Ecole des Mines de Paris35, rue Saint-Honor�e, 77305 Fontainebleau Cedex, Franceemail: zanoguera@cmm.ensmp.frAbstract. This paper presents a technique for the generation of a segmentation pyramid fora video sequence, designed for use in an interactive segmentation context. The pyramid isrepresented as a minimum spanning tree, which allows an e�cient access to the informationand avoids unnecessary recalculations. Several ways to introduce user interaction are alsoproposed.Key words: segmentation pyramid, minimum spanning tree, interactive segmentation, 3-Dimage segmentation, video sequence segmentation, region hierarchy1. IntroductionImage segmentation is the �rst step in many computer vision systems, and ithas been used for a long time in industrial and medical applications. Recently,along with the growth of the Internet and the availability of powerful computersto the general public, new standards like MPEG-4 and MPEG-7 are appearing.They address the so-called content-based applications, where images and video-sequences are treated not at the pixel level, but at the object level. Theseapplications rely on a successful segmentation of the objects present in thescene.In multimedia applications, the treated images can be very diverse andautomatic segmentation becomes problematic as no a priori knowledge on thecontents of the images is available. In this context, interactive segmentationo�ers an attractive solution by automating the task of �nding homogeneousregions while leaving object de�nition to the user. Segmentation pyramids arevery well suited to interactivity, as they o�er a high degree of exibility. Theuser can navigate between the di�erent resolution levels, choosing the regionsthat form the object of interest.Several types of bottom-up segmentation pyramids have been proposed inthe literature [13], [12], [14], [5], [1], [2], [15]. In these approaches, regions areprogressively merged into larger regions until a single region is obtained or astop condition is satis�ed. The hierarchy is then represented in the form of agraph. Two main issues arise when examining the existing literature:1. The merging criterion is in most cases based on a local dissimilarity measure,which does not take into account global measures such as size of the regions.This produces good results at the �rst merging steps, but at coarser levels ofthe hierarchy semantic aspects start to play a role and local merging criteria



2 F. ZANOGUERA ET AL.are no longer valid.2. Although some of the techniques proposed can directly be applied to thesegmentation of 3D images, no proposals have been made for the generation ofa pyramid which is coherently preserved throughout a complete video sequenceshot. In most cases, moving video sequences are treated in a tracking-basedmanner, where an initial mask is interactively de�ned for the �rst frame of thesequence, to be tracked in the remaining frames [7], [3]. Whenever a hierarchy isused, it is for the analysis of individual images and it is not preserved from oneframe to the next. It would however be very desirable to produce a hierarchywhich is coherently preserved throughout the video sequence shot. In this way,when the user interacts to re-partition a certain region or to merge it with aneighbour, this interaction a�ects all the images of the sequence and the processof video object generation is much faster.The �rst issue has been addressed in [17], [6], in the context of interactivesegmentation of still images. In [17], a segmentation pyramid is produced byestablishing a hierarchy between the regions of the watershed. The merging or-der de�ning the hierarchy is based on the volume extinction values [16], a globalmeasure which is well adapted to the characteristics of human perception, dueto the trade-o� between size and contrast it makes. As the complete hierar-chy can be obtained in a single watershed of the image, it results in very fastcalculation. The hierarchy is represented in the form of a Minimum SpanningTree, which allows for very fast manipulation.This paper deals with the issue of video sequence processing by proposingan extension of the techniques described in [17] to the segmentation of videosequences and 3-D images. We consider video sequences as a particular case of3-D images with two spatial dimensions and one temporal dimension. Videosequences being too long to process them as a single 3D block, a time recursiveapproach is proposed.A segmentation pyramid for the whole sequence (or 3-D image) is madeavailable to the user, who can navigate between the di�erent resolution levelsto create or modify the object partition. The actions carried out by the usera�ect the whole sequence.2. General descriptionTo produce a segmentation pyramid for a 3-D image or a video sequence, weuse a 3-D approach based on at-zone detection followed by a watershed, bothusing 3-D connectivity. The 3-D approach has the advantage that the samealgorithms can be applied to both 3-D images and video sequences. In thesequel we will focus on video sequences, although the technique is also valid for3-D image segmentation.As a video sequence can be very long and the computer memory is limited,the sequence must be divided into blocks of images for processing. In order to beable to preserve the region hierarchy between consecutive blocks, our algorithmdivides the video sequence into overlapping blocks (one image overlap).An intra-block algorithm produces the segmentation pyramid for each block.



A SEGMENTATION PYRAMID FOR VIDEO SEQUENCE SEGMENTATION 3In order to ensure a coherence of the regions and their hierarchy between blocks,a single global hierarchy is recursively produced, using a procedure that we willcall pyramid projection.The segmentation pyramid for the video sequence is represented by a mini-mum spanning tree (MST). This tree is progressively updated at each projec-tion step using the information contained in each block of the sequence.Section 3 explains the generation of the segmentation pyramid for an indi-vidual block. Section 4 describes the pyramid projection between two consecu-tive blocks. Finally, Section 5 proposes some mechanisms to interact with thesegmentation pyramid.3. Intra-block segmentationThis section describes how the segmentation pyramid is produced for a block ofimages and how it can be represented as a tree. The computation is carried outin two steps. Firstly, a �ne partition of the block is produced and representedby a neighbourhood graph. Then, from the neighbourhood graph a minimumspanning tree representing the segmentation pyramid is derived.3.1. Creation of a fine partition through flat-zone detection andgradient floodingIn our previous work with still images in [17], a �ne partition is created byooding a morphological gradient from all its minima. This produces a par-tition with as many regions as there are minima on the gradient image. Thistechnique can be directly extended to still 3-D images by using a 3-D gradientand ooding using 3-D connectivity. However, for moving video sequences, us-ing a 3-D gradient will produce erroneous spatial contours around the movingareas, as these areas will show high gradient values due to the image-to-imagechanges. Using 2-D connectivity to calculate the gradient is not a good ap-proach either, as it will produce leaks in the propagation: when two regionswith low 2-D gradient values become temporally connected due to motion, tem-poral propagation will produce the label of the �rst region to be propagatedinside the second region from one image to the next.Creating the �ne partition by at-zone detection on the initial image ratherthan detecting the catchment basins of a gradient image restricts the possibil-ity of temporal leaks as the propagation is made only across regions havingthe same colour. However, the contours of the at zones are in general veryirregular. To take advantage of the better contours produced by the watershedwithout increasing the risk of leaks, a hybrid approach is used. Large 3-D atzones are detected and taken as markers for a 3-D watershed propagation insidea gradient image produced using only 2-D connectivity. Small at zones arediscarded, considering that they belong to a transition area, where the gradientwill very likely have a high value (and thus no leaks will take place). To takeadvantage of colour information, three separate 3-D watersheds for the threecolour components are calculated, taking at zones or pseudo-at zones [11]as markers. The intersection of the three partitions is then calculated. In a



4 F. ZANOGUERA ET AL.last step, very small regions are removed and a last watershed is computed to�nd the �nal contours. The partition intersection further minimises the risk ofleaks (spatial and temporal), as there will only be a leak if it exists in the threepartitions.As an important pre-processing step, �ltering by levelings [10] is applied tothe three normalised colour components. This allows the enlargement of theat zones without modifying the regions' contours.3.2. The neighbourhood graphAny partition can be represented by a neighbourhood graph. Each region ofthe partition is represented by a node of the graph. Two nodes are connectedif the regions they represent are neighbours on the image. The graph edges canbe weighted to express a local dissimilarity measure between regions. Possibledissimilarity measures that can be used to weight the graph edges are the lowestpass point along the border separating the two regions on the gradient image,the average gradient value along the border or a distance measure based on thecolour components inside the region.The neighbourhood graph provides a simpli�ed representation of the image,and it can be ooded using a watershed algorithm where the edge weightsrepresent the height of the borders the water must cross [9].3.3. Minimum spanning tree and segmentation pyramidsIn the watershed transformation, the lakes corresponding to two catchmentbasins A and B always meet through the path of lowest sup-section (sup-section:highest value along the path) between A and B. If we consider all possible pairsof catchment basins, we obtain a set of paths of minimal sup-section. This setof paths forms the minimum spanning tree of the neighbourhood graph [8].Hence, the minimum spanning tree of the neighbourhood graph contains allthe necessary information for ooding purposes. It can be created during theooding of the neighbourhood graph by adding the edges to the MST in theorder they are ooded on the neighbourhood graph, as long as they do notintroduce a loop. When an edge introduces a loop on the MST, it is not added.At the end of the ooding, the MST has recorded the paths followed by thewater to merge the di�erent lakes. This algorithm corresponds to Bohuslav'salgorithm for the calculation of the Minimum Spanning Tree.On the MST, there is a unique path between any pair of nodes. Suppressingan edge of this tree produces a forest with two trees, which corresponds to apartition of the image into two regions. In the same way, suppressing n�1 edgesof the tree partitions the image into n regions. Removing a variable numberof edges of the tree produces a segmentation pyramid. It is then a question ofknowing which edges to remove to obtain meaningful segmentations. The edgeweights representing a dissimilarity measure between neighbouring regions, itseems reasonable to suppress them by decreasing weights. In this way, the mostdi�erent regions will be separated �rst in the hierarchy.The selection of the edge weights is a crucial issue to obtain meaningfulsegmentations. The approach used here consists of weighting the edges of the



A SEGMENTATION PYRAMID FOR VIDEO SEQUENCE SEGMENTATION 5neighbourhood graph with a local dissimilarity measure based on a colour dis-tance. The MST of the graph is then computed and its edges are simultaneouslyre-weighted based on the volume extinction value [16], which can be seen as aglobal dissimilarity measure. When an image is ooded by placing sources onall its minima, every time that two lakes meet an absorption takes place. Thelake with smaller volume is considered to be absorbed by the lake with largervolume. When a lake is absorbed by a larger lake, its volume at the momentof the absorption is called the volume extinction value of the correspondingcatchment basin. At the end of the ooding each catchment basin except onehas been assigned an extinction value. The same procedure can be used duringthe graph ooding, where the volume of a region can be approximated as itssurface multiplied by the current ooding level. The volume extinction valuesrate the regions in a way which is close to human perception, as they take intoaccount both the size and contrast of the regions. Figure 1 shows a compari-son between the 15 best regions found using a dynamics criterion [4] and thevolume extinction values.
(a) Original image (b) Dynamics (c) Volume extinctionvaluesFig. 1. Best 15 regions as found using the dynamics and the volume extinction values.Both the MST and the extinction values can be calculated by storing someextra information during the graph ooding.Figure 2 shows three di�erent resolution levels of the segmentation pyra-mid for four consecutive images belonging to the same block (for a block of 5images).4. Pyramid projectionAs treating a whole video sequence into one single block is not possible norconvenient, a projection step becomes necessary to put past and present infor-mation into correspondence.For this purpose, the sequence is divided into overlapping blocks (one imageoverlap), and two continuity conditions are imposed on the common imagebetween two blocks:� The �ne partition must be exactly the same on the common image for thetwo blocks.
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Fig. 2. Three levels of the segmentation pyramid for four consecutive images belonging tothe same block.� The hierarchy of the regions that exist in the two blocks should be pre-served. New regions will be accommodated into this hierarchy.In order to ful�l the �rst condition, the marker image used to produce the�ne partition is modi�ed. Section 3.1 described how 3-D at or pseudo-atzones were detected and used as markers for constructing the watershed of agradient image. The marker image is therefore a 3-D image containing thedetected at zones. Now the �rst frame of the block containing the at zonesis replaced by the last frame of the �ne partition corresponding to the previousblock. The at zones of the remaining images of the block are then relabelledto establish a correspondence with the regions of the imposed partition. Flatzones that do not obtain a label from the partition of the previous block areconsidered as new regions. The resulting 3-D image is then taken as markerfor the watershed in the current block.To satisfy the second condition, a recursive approach is used to dynamicallyupdate the MST to represent the sequence up to the current block.Consider that the blockN is currently being processed, and that an updatedtree �N�1 is available representing the segmentation pyramid up to the blockN�1. The new tree �N is obtained by incorporating into the existing tree �N�1all the regions newly appeared in block N . In order to accommodate the newregions into the hierarchy, their volume extinction values must be calculated.



A SEGMENTATION PYRAMID FOR VIDEO SEQUENCE SEGMENTATION 7The nodes corresponding to the new regions will then be plugged into �N�1with edges weighted with this measure.For the calculation of the extinction values for the new regions, a completeneighbourhood graph GN is computed for the current block. Also, a new graph�N is obtained from �N�1 by adding a node to �N�1 for each new region, butwith no link. To determine the links between the new nodes, and between thenew and the old nodes, a partial ooding of GN is carried out. In the partialooding, only the nodes of the graph corresponding to new regions are ooded.Flooding the existing nodes is not necessary, as they are already linked in �N .When two new regions are joined by the ooding, one of them extinguishes asexplained in Section 3.3. An edge is then added to �N between these two nodes,weighted with the volume of the extinguished region. When a new node meetswith an old node, the new node is considered as extinguished (without volumecomparison) and an edge is added to �N , weighted with the volume of thisregion. At the end of this procedure, a tree �N has been obtained. The pathsbetween regions existing in �N�1 are preserved with the same weights. Newregions have been plugged into the tree, weighted with their volume extinctionvalues.At each projection step the tree �N grows by adding the new regions intothe hierarchy while retaining previous information.Figure 3 shows the results of the pyramid projection for images 1, 40 and100 of the Mother and Daughter sequence.

Fig. 3. Three di�erent levels of the segmentation pyramid for images 1, 40 and 100of the Mother and Daughter sequence. The segmentation pyramid has been projectedblock-to-block to span the whole sequence.



8 F. ZANOGUERA ET AL.5. User interactionThis section describes some possibilities for user interaction with the segmen-tation pyramid. From the user point of view, the interaction simply consistsof re-segmentations and mergings of regions, and marker drawing. The treerepresentation is not visible to the user.Three types of interactions are proposed: automatic segmentation into acertain number of regions, local re-segmentations/mergings of regions and seg-mentation from markers.5.1. Selection of the total number of regionsA starting point in the segmentation process could be for the user to ask forthe image to be segmented into a number n of regions. This corresponds toa request for an automatic segmentation of the image into n regions. Such arequest may easily be satis�ed by suppressing the n� 1 edges of the tree withhighest weight. The interaction can be presented in a very intuitive way bymeans of a sliding bar which slides up and down to have more or less resolution.5.2. Local interactionsThe interaction type described in the previous section treats the image as awhole, �nding the n best regions. However, the user may be interested in havingsome regions segmented with more detail than others. In this case, the usermust be o�ered the possibility to re�ne a certain area or to coarsen it by mergingit with neighbouring regions. This is done by locally suppressing/adding edgesfrom/to the tree. Two operations allow the user to locally navigate up anddown the pyramid.In the re�ne operation, the user clicks on a certain area with the mouse.At the same time, the number of regions in which the selected region mustbe subdivided may be speci�ed. If it is not, a default value is used. Then � 1 (n being the parameter speci�ed by the user) edges of highest weightare suppressed, but this time only the edges inside the selected region areconsidered.In the coarsen operation, the user selects a region with a mouse click, andagain a parameter n may be speci�ed. The n � 1 most similar neighbouringregions are merged to the selected one. Among the previously eliminated edges,the n � 1 of lowest weight that link a node belonging to the selected regionwith an external one are re-inserted.Figure 4 shows an example of local actions carried out by the user. Asa starting step, an automatic segmentation into 10 regions is obtained. Theuser then clicks on the helmet and requests a re-segmentation of the regioninto two regions. The helmet is then separated from the background on all theimages of the sequence where the helmet is present. The user then requestsa re-segmentation of the shoulder region, in order to separate it as well fromthe background. In this way, �ner or coarser segmentations can be obtainedon certain areas by simple mouse-clicking.
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Fig. 4. Sequence of interactions, shown for one block of the video sequence. Top to bottom:original image, automatic segmentation into 10 regions, re-segmentation of the helmet area,re-segmentation of the shoulder.6. Segmentation from markersFinally, another type of interaction is the classical marker drawing. The user isasked to roughly mark the objects of interest, including the background. Themarkers are imposed on the MST and the resulting segmentation is obtainedfor the whole sequence. An algorithm can be found in [8]. As a segmenta-tion pyramid is available, further re-segmentations/mergings are possible if theregions obtained are not completely satisfactory.7. ConclusionsWe have presented a technique to create a segmentation pyramid correspondingto a video sequence. Instead of a single partition, a segmentation pyramid isavailable. This approach is very well suited to interactivity as it allows theuser to build the desired video object by taking regions from di�erent resolutionlevels and frames. The correspondence between regions is made at all resolutionlevels for all the images of the sequence. In this way, the actions carried outby the user automatically a�ect all the images of the video sequence.
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